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f. Cul-de-sac (reprise)

g. Rest in peace

a. Cul-de-sac

I've reached my goal

a good reason to cheer

I'm getting old

the air is filled with fear

Cul-de-sac

I can never go back

Cul-de-sac

the future is black

We party all night

the days fade to grey

no nothing in sight

we just do it our way

Cul-de-sac

I can never go back

Cul-de-sac

the future is black

b. Moving windows

We live behind moving windows

and we're all moving, 

moving out there too

I can't see you, see you anymore

you're out of reach, 

out of reach for me

Moving windows

moving out of sight

moving windows

moving day and night

I'm looking out everyday in pain

cause I've been moving

far away again

I'm reaching out, 

reaching out in vain

you're out of sight, 

out of sight to me
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Moving windows

moving out of sight

moving windows

moving day and night

Moving windows

moving out of sight

moving windows

moving day and night

c. Too far away

I sit next to you

I look into your eyes

I reach out to you

and fall back with a sigh

Too far away

you're living in another world

too far away

you're living just another life

I watch you on the screen

I greet you from the moon

I know I can't be seen

I'm in a different room

Too far away

you're living in another world

too far away

you're living just another life

d. Hunger

Hunger, hunger

hunger for light

hunger, hunger

hunger for air

Hunger, hunger

hunger for life

hunger, hunger

hunger for love

We starve for years

now no more tears

we throw our bait

and sit and wait

Hunger, hunger

hunger for blood

hunger, hunger

hunger a lot

You throw a bone

and know I'm prone

it may seem odd

but I want blood

Hunger, hunger

hunger for light

hunger, hunger

hunger for life
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e. The black space

(instrumental)

f. Cul-de-sac (reprise)

Year after year

the view will never change

living with fear

I know this wicked game

Cul-de-sac

I can never go back

Cul-de-sac

the future is black

Cul-de-sac

I can never go back

Cul-de-sac

the future is black

g. Rest in peace

I've lived here for years

alone in the dark

the windows are closed

and curtains are drawn

Rest in peace

they once pronounced

rest in peace

I take my renounce

I walk in the nights

alone in the park

no one gets a glimpse

before it's too late

Rest in peace

they once pronounced

rest in peace

I take my renounce

Rest in peace

they once pronounced

rest in peace

I take my renounce
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